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ere prepaed in the ,sunimer o f 1958
. .

y-by a School Mathematics 'Study Group

'clasaes,:during the .academic

editi4g, :Of them has ben attempte
, z

and--Other errors have been. ±corrected.:

=

he .unitS were u edi the teachers were in
_ .

submit comments- c oricerni g them xperiences .

A.,questionnaire was;--11.11ed wit- by teachers_ -for 'each

A copy or -this queStiOnnaire and a

summary of .commentS- by" the t eechei-.5 is .includ-

each

In addition,`. °sec. gases 'where unit tess

wee epared,tduring the-year,--a coll ction Of sug-
,

ted test, items _appears at the end of the cciimuen a

the unit ---.=

This' volute: iVicludds the units ccincenned

-geometry. These area units VI II, I__

numberipg ,system, originally used..

e
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NoN4stIC4GEOMETR7 7

he Intersection of Sets

Tolima .ze of :angle in ideas 'of

t has been made to lead the pupil to consider

_trio prepertiee fere he studiea_metri prOpe t
of polygons, 'circles, and solids'. This is lone iri the spirit of

tea which there is an attempt to lead the pups
r`

cower y_ of-un g concepts ap_a basis-for learn

computation or in the
4-

- _ -and ai3plications of these to a AraiTiett.o.f p

specific: et:

the-dis

some otthe_more
.

_of geometric properties-
-\

dem situations
-..

y of this ma al shoal ad to better undelgtanding of., _ .

propertfes of-geometry when they are introduced, Irth-in_the:

or high school and in the -30th grade. It has been traditional
--..
-ach these- ideas. hey-are' needed

. ;

ear witheu

.-bOnsideF,

1

, .

eacber has assumed these prdpetrt Obvious

oning --them. Also ?there should he- s

his gro p o closely r

tioniaMo_

The s

mathe.tialedscipll
e aspec Ofi hoe- c geometry has become'

ri fl.S -projective geometry. Thii Acind of
.

csteristic of ?much of mathematiCs intry -ileust-
;7.

a pj

. . 4. ,
hat)it 40. its Origin iii a very practical problem bu ben developed

7 1,
--------that- -----f

,___ .._ _ al-theerx--way . -pe eg aw _a a-615'o .some Te_ -ab-stract--ma

n-ofi-projec --ge erne try- is= --------im.ater lel -the

traced'to so the Renaissance -pAriod about



perspective drawing. limy* elemen int ereStin *re
,

it i proi letine geometry. For example

I .

in.pojecti geometry po ints of:
,

es. which obtained as sec-

tidn
.. .g

of a c ne rabclas, ellipses, constructed

use - f-Straigh e st-,M-6 f e rdina es ean
r

dpced without the_use or a is or any mensuillMent7'-w tecever.

The teacher may indo it helpful to read one of the following:

rdy -and HerbertZRObbina -.WHAT I .MATHEMAT TOS? !Oxford

Oniver esn, 1941 Chapter IV.

Umm14 Johns We'sLI PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. Th

of Ame .1930. II, and

rIA

1 Association,
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CONCEPTS

Sets and -the Intersection of Sets

la, ,We Use'li- tb mean straight line. and we think of :line as main:flied

in extent.

sit%

prbpert3r. A line

this_ at are pain

empty set0

The coismen.element

is said -:to be a set of points. The elem4nta of,

IL set may v no- be called

=

in two or more sots make up the elements of

the in ersection set..ofthe two

det'may be the empty set.

-.Line Segments and Half-L%nes.
, .

A.line sent is determined-by tiro points on the is ced. -the

or more sets. .-The intersectiiOn

endpoints of the segment. We use the idea of
,

lirie segment to

represent such - things as a mark on the blackboard drawn along -a

straight edge-or the edge of a book or of a dela:.

Thete is alway A third `.point between two points on a. line-

A point- on a line separates the. line into three sets: the point,

f-lines determined by the point. If the point is joined:,--

set of points On a half-line we haVe a ray. The point .is.

d the endpoint of the ray. The_ intersection set of these two

raYeon-the line is the point-whichris their co on endpoint. Two

half -lids determined by one point on a limaintersect in `the empty set.

on a

Oust as we "a point lies on a line." we also ea "a line lies
_ __.....

on a. point,. In a plane a set of lines lies on a point. A plane

is .our- ideal way of chinking about a flat surface like a table top.

. A plane itiunlimited in extent.
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T-V1.4

There is -kerie o one. correspondente tween h -lines on a p

and the Pointeton a-line.

osedt

o n lined such an hpae-wbich we, see

cs P_

elite are '1180 Curves,

10. Circlebi trianglea-CrO. figures 1_

impleclosediuve-Al des,the <set of points

simple 0Osect:eurvte,

the inside the hurve

and the c

in a plane 11%0_3._

the points outside. the curve.

elf. The curve, is called the boundary of- -the

inside and.the outsideOL If a poin .A, is outside a clobpd

e and a point, Br is inside the curve, then the intersection

bet of AB and 'tie. curve contain s at least one element.
_

11. Closed curves which are not simple closed curves- appear to cross

over each other, .lake a figure bight.

on a Line

a, line is a act. of planes. the intersecti6 set of two

planes is not-the empty set, it a line.

.a plane, or that a plane lies oh a line.
Two lines which' do not have the same direction

intersection set,is the empty bet are called eke

in different planes'.

SpeCialligures

140, A complete quadrilateral consists of our lines and six points on

which the lines lie so that on each lire are three of the six

points and on each point are two of the four lines.. A figure con-

sisting of 10 lineaAand.10points such that ort.each line lie 3 of

the 10:pointaand on each point lie 3 of thc10 lines. is called

1
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10 :Use the word. line correct

2 .Beabie.to.thiinkistout thei,popt

the ueeOithe term, 'empty set".

---
Be,able to find the intersection set of two or more sets of points i

on.

Recognize line:segments and t

.Be able to identify half- linen,

determine the intersectionsete

d to

f two or mote of these sets. Know

Whatva-triangle-is.' Know what-en-exigl

Use the word plane- correctly. Be able

on a point.

Be able to identi

Points and lies

s one

talk abou set of aims

correspondence,

-9.- Be to identify si6ple closed curves-and to talk -abot _he

inside and the outside of simple closed curves in a plane.

10. Be able to identify closed curves whiph,are not simple closed cure

-11. Recognize that -on a line is a--set Of planes

the intersection set of two or, o e planes.

14- Recognize examples of skew lines.

Be able-to -iden

1 3. Re able-to follow directions n drawing :figures tot involving metric.



-

ni-or IlneS, and pCInts,on a ,line. line on

and mark pO'inta on it. With each example- talk about

z '
k about- a 'line la unlimited in extent. Emphasize fret

.

t we upe word, line to mean straight line.

`Talk about net of a variety of .kinds such as the points op a line,-

the pupils In Roosevelt Nigh ScbaoLF the members of Congress; kinds

_ttea in a. 'television -programs: and numhers

Ask the Clue to find the intersection set of two. .or more' Sets.

y might- use examples like pe foll9

The elements which-are Boon to the set of natural _n

between 19 and

7.

re..

and the of .natural numbers which are-

(b) The girls in the rocm and °the pupils

The three se The cities'Of pC

state.

with brain ey

be cities in yourSt
of their names before

The cities in= your st

on Inver 20,009 in)your,

h first...letter

alphabet;

whilchare south obi
,

the city In which_ you live.

Choose' slime examples in which the intersection. set is the empty, set.

a

les, given of thIngs thich represent line 'segments and for
-

idthwy- the endpoints. of t e. segment. In 'a - number of the

lee suggest that the pupils imagine a-llne segment:being extend a

orm-a- 11116;-__

-7=-00M h xamples_o =1 ne__ segments ask_ the

on the4 segment between the endpoints. An exampler_might be;point

_class to identify

,
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felled telephone-ea

cable is-faste to two poles,

a bird sitting on :the cable.

0 with the points. -being where the

or between an _two poles thete.might

Ask a number of ObiTiti xis about the

number* whichiare between,wo rational numberd. Try.ic

.

it the eeOeept of points'on a line id,quite similar to the con-

3f 'infinite. set Ot,nuMbersv...

n the. blackboard a number of nes

point out bAlfIines, rays, and' endpoints.. Ask
,7 a /'

line can be uaed We elpre of course safe in using this_te

k points on,th

the term half--
.

no one can ever measure or compare two hiailf-lines to see if their

lengths are equal; Have children home to:theNblacitboareto ill4s-

trate these termi., Give e*amples and ask the 'Children to give

others of the use of the term "ray" in ll

the endpoint o

en sbOut the inters

In each cas

all of the'±

wo ha

a ray andithe.line.

Include in..

e, of the x ises

Air questions din

a ray and a half

is of two rays

,The intersection set

on which it lies; is of course the ray itself.

questioning examples of this kind. Discuss

in class.

One of the purposes of this unit is to develop use of voca

and to encourage the disposition and ability to make simple, direct

statements Of mathematical properties. Pupils should be strong

encouraged to use expressions like "a point lies on a line" and "a

line lies on a point." The language of sets should also be used

whenever possible. Considerations up to this point have been in

one,dimension. One can use the example of a bug crawling on a

wire or something of this kind for the line, and then change to

life examples hich movement is restricted to a flat surface,

7



two diMensiods. If possible. make_ user of the soap film and a wire

since phis More-ne arly approaChes the mathematic_

If pupils have pot

Vith numbers it wi

e

ence'with one to one correspondence

I be well to-talk about examples with numbers

before taking reference to the sets on point and on a line. Some

bring up the notion that th line of the set on A which

to the line on which a correspondence with points is to

Westablished, vial not intersect the line and hence there will be

one exception in the one to .one correspondence. if this4c _es up

the teacher might mention that in pro eotive geometry where these

correspondences play an important part, one assumes that parallel

lines meet in an "Ideal" point and only one such point, in order

to maintain the one to one correspoidence. Parallel iincia "are not

mentioned in the text material since this involves a metric

property. If "parallel" is brought into the discussion by the

the special -,uses might well be explored to same extent

and it Should he po &nted out that these cases will be treated in

detail in a later unit. There would be no harm_it the cites wished,

to assume that parallel lines meet in an ideal point.

Emphasise our broad use of the word °curve" and that a straight

. line is one kind of

1. As geometry has been traditionally taught concepts of closed curves

and the iaside and outside of a curve have not had a very important

role. However these are very useful notions when the set language

,fla used in discussing triangles, area, and angles for exEemple. Die-

tinctione between simple closed curves and closed curves should

-made only by example with no attempt made to point out some of ,the

8



difficulties inherent in Curves like the figur
4 A,

ise a circle is actually a met

ince a circle

eight. The teacher

concept. However,

a simple closed curve so 'useful in examples it

consideration here. Any other simple closedbrough

curves like; , would of course be just as useful for our

purpOseistut we don't have familiar names for as

that "if A is outside a simple closed curve and B

intersection set of A B and the curve contains at

The notion

is inside, the

q.)

least one element

is an important idea and many questions should be asked about this

relationship. The concept that a line which does not lie on two
,

vertices has at most two points of intersection with a triangle, as

we define a triangle, will come up in later considerations of

geometry and hence should be made entirely clear.

Work-with planes and lines in space is often more difficult

the other considerations up to this point. MOdelswill be very

helpful.to many children. Pupils should be encouraged to make

their own models. The teacher can use his own judgment about

encouraging the drawing of figures representing intersecting planes.

This may be helpful to some. Emphasise _he analogy between lines

on a point and planes on a line, also that the intersection set of

two lines is a point and that the intersection set of two plane*

is a line. Seek opportunities to make analogous or "parallel"

statements likethi

13. The question of parallel lines will probably come up again when

skew lines are dis- seed. Parallel lines are not skew lines. One:_



ion which:might be pointed out is that two parallel 1

li,wo ntersectinA lines. lie in a common plane, or determine a

lane. Two 'skew lines do not lie in a common plane and do noto

e a plane YOU shouldpoint out that some of the edges of

a chalk box for example, are skew 1 s in pairs, and others are

parallel in pairs (or groups of 4). A complete discussion of this

situation ould be helPful.

You probably will not want to teach the section on :Special Vig*Ies

to al pilso Pupils may not be able to see the sIg0ificance of the

complete' quadrilateral and the Desargues configuration but they

should enjoy working with these figures, and if they do, they will

gain valuable experience with-the

in which '&) po

to thedbrighte

the beduty of figures

It may be interesting

lete quadrilateral is the section i complete 4-plane in space

1.snguage and

nt or line haa

I come to see

cial role.

pupil° to observe that the

by a fifth and that the Desargue_ configuration ia the ection

of a complete 5-plane in space b i a sixth planP, A ccimpleQ.L4=plane

in 'space consists of 4 planes (no 3 on the same line and not all on

the same point)- and the 6 lines of intersection of t

6. The intersection set of a fifth plane-and each of/ the 4

Is a line (hence the 4 linen of quadrilateral) and the

intersection set of the fifth plane and/each of 6 lines is s-point

(hence the 6 points of the quadrils e

While the complete quadrilateral and

seem like very different figures one

the other and both are among the mos

mathematics.

10

)'
Desargues configuration

in a sense an extension of

neral figures of all of



Exert

.1).
pe6

18-0:1% Ak)/, 21, 22

thb empty set
square, rectan
31 5, 7, (or any

Answers'

brapezoid, parallelogram, rhaktibus7

other odd -numbers-

b) 0, 5, 19, 15, or `any
e) Q, R, U (The

R, 3, etc.. =his

9, 11, 12

For exaMple,

Exercises -
1 ) The en0

with the

pp. 6-7

otAi,multiOlp of 5 tinclikling

student cou1diabel seme:p0ints of
rm

telephone number is 5-0724, an wer.

oT the street, pbssibly the intersection-of Main Street
city boundary, if Main Street goes through- the town.

c) yes

d) no

f)

E B

Line seElt,ei _s
AB

AE

AL)

AF

ep

FE

FE

DE

DB

-11

/ Point ein segments
A, F, D,, E, B
A, F, D, E
A, F, D,
A, F
F, D
F, D, E
F, D, E, B
D E

D, E,
B



e tw h l a tines deter fled by point A and the two half-
1.1nes deterdine4:by the point ,B.
The setkeig. points determined by
1) the point A ed

2) the tioint B'
3)--` line segment AB

the half-line from A throujh B
5). the 'half line from B through A
6):----the-half-line from A opposite_ _4 aove
7) the ,halfr-line from. B opposite 5 a,boves

8) and 9) the two rays determined by Ad

1'0) and -111 the two rays determined by B
12) the intersebtion of 4) and 5), (set of s oatwe

and B ekclusy-e. of Ac___and B)

13) the line: on A, and B
14) the .points -A and .B.

d the half-line froi on B and the half-lLne from B'on A

5) We'dmig t think of a ray of light as a straight line
at 4 °urge (the °Sun) and ettending Ifithout

( eginning

6). %he Y could be described as the boundary line starting where It

intersects with the Mississippi,(inclusive) and extending east-
ward without limit, orat One of the end points of the'line seg-
ment. 1

the 'half-line would be the same as the deAcription aboVes exce t
it would not include the ihtersection of the boundary *linewi
the Mississippi River. One could also describe a ray and a half-
line starting at the shore of Lake Michigan.
a) M
b)' L, M

.'die Set of
endpoint. M

d) The set 'of.
endpoint L

a)

b)

points of ,line ent- or L4 and the ray with

points of line segment ICM.or Le and the ray with,

The empty set.
The intersection set of the
and the ray determined by R
line. frOM_K:.tPiihe right. 9

The intersection set of the
the ray Tletei7inined by R (to

12

liedhalf line from- R to th right .
to the right of R the half

half line fircti-R-td the- right-and----------
the left of .4 - is' the empty set.
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clock handy airplane o Lars, -ePe

le. top 'walls ceillhgd, floc's, blackbgard';

/ -

) a) unlimiteenumber,
unlimited number

set;-foUrreleme
the line on A and. B

f J intersection set

intersection set o

intersection set

the sets of point s determined' by

11 the ray with endpoint A

2) the ray with entwipt 'B

3) the half line ono A

4) the. half lin from B
9) line segmen

6) intersection of - 5) and 2) (point B)

7) point A

on ray from )3

A.. quadrilateral is a figure composed of four points, no three on
a sir le straight line, and four line segments 'joining 'them In
pairs, s 'Uch that no three line segments Are 'on one point.

10) yes; if the :three points are no collinear,

12) See dia ram above (8.d)
." .



op.respon

yes, if all the deskt ark filled, and
desk and one desk for 'every pupil.

BC

,

Exe-c4es -,pp. 15-17
e-set,consisting of a point
on A- 'and between' A and

=

e set consisting of a line
intersebting line Segment AB

and ndt,containing A or B. .

You could also have, A AB , B *-1- BC,. C

A 4+ AC B

B.

:quadrilateral

. The set .-consisting of
The set consist

'he Point W s, e,

line determined
endpoint Y),

The Point X is the
line segment WY

pentagon

points R, F, an U

of points D acid E

ntersection set of the line segmen- I and the
po nts' X and Y (`or the ray thro X with

intersection set
or you could use
or
'or

of' the 1 segment . KL and lip
ray throu W with endpoint Y

rr it y 16T

line 1 determined by points; W and.Y

The POInt:Y.is intersection set of the ray through L
.
and Ole Pay through X' , with endpoint V.

,,.

fn all of ab6ye descriptions you could use half471ines

with endpoint M.

in place of rays,



onsider three si
uation %here on
side the cireae.
inekseigment

ions simila
point -lies it

angent

17)

1

. .
,

fkle se of podnts qoutside the' -ii.ole an i

ontaining k and 2. ,= the,set of points
acid in the half-plane-not con Xining A.I,
Tie must also include tETpOin of the cir
These points wetre'not shaded in a or b

.,.

one popsibili-y is ,one pos

the half lane.
inside the circle

and the, line
either:.

illy is:
:8 po

.'he set of points on the line - bo ary l ne

The set of aints in the half4la on one side bf boundary line

The set o points in the half-plane on the other side f boundary

ine.

p woto

---

The inside is the set of points in` the ntersecotia set of the
two half planes determined by the lines on BA, dontaining B and,

On PB containing A. The outside is theset'of all other points
except ?those on the angle.



Pt).:19-0,,

b .

intersection
,

set-Would be straight line (horizontal)
e the, ceiling meets the front wall;

4

The intersection set would be the straight line (vertical) where -

the front wall meets the side wall.,_
/

Yes, t e corner where the ceiling, runt and side w7 ill
inters This-is the one common int.-

The intersection set would be a point Ding
-segment AB and the plane.

b). The null set or empty set

There are many pairs.. One such pai
the line which is, the intersectioi
ceiling and the line which is the i

:11!-s. back will -.

would be ,
et of the front. wall and
tersection set of a side

Revolving doors, pages in an open book

5 The Intersection sets (lines) mentioned in e3. aboVe furnish, many

examples. Buildings have numerous skew lines.

0 The .emp r null set, ,

7) We-bight 'call-the points-lying-outside the=pilane, two-half-spaces,

and the points on the plane the points Of We boundary plane.

Th'e faces are sets of points which (if extended) determine p anes.
There are six of these planes.
The edges are. sets of points which (if extended) determine lines
TheO .81.6.12 such lines
These. lines or edges) re intersection sets,of pairs of planes.

Ihe'cornert _or which ere are 8) are the intersection sets of three
planes'not all intersecting on one line. These intersection sets are

points.

10) The faces are sets of points, each-set (if extended) detertniping'a
plane. The planes determined by these sets of points intersect
in pairs fvming 6 intersection sets which are lines (if extended)
The planes Intersect in threes, determining'4.intersection sets
which are points.

Exercises - pp. 22-23

1) d) yes, D, E, and F are collinear

2)

3)

26



tiaea-:.pp..2R2 \co

4 fee, klte 17-

5 From the figure above, we see that the vertices of II AAIE:and
L BB1F' lie on the three lines passing .through D. AA' meets

BB' at 0, AE intersects BF -ait' C, and A'E intersects
B'F at CI. 12 can be seen, 0, C and..C1 lie on the same line
(are tollinea

.1 4
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Sample. Tist Questions

of pain s sketched e.1ow representra

The set. of points s etc4pdbelow represent

line

et of paints RS represents a pine se

The se

curve)

R S
4.

points sketched below represents a simple closed

Set A consists of the elements 4, 6, 8; set p consists of

the elements 2, 10, 14. What elements are in the inte-

;section set of Set A wid 6 t 13? 2, 6)

A set must have at least two elements.

7. k line segment has twO e d p0ints.

:8. In the sketch t elQw,

L and the line

Llic InLe.csection set of the line on

In ` ,.tie sketch above, name h ee 1 ne.segments having L as

end point. (LM) LD)

10. The line on C separates the set of points on the paper into

how many sets? 3)

11. Look at the figure below.

Find in column B the name of

T
et which illustrates 'ech



rite be t-he EU)

Column A

A. line

B. intersection of two 2. RS

rays.-with endpoint,T. 3.

intdrsection of RS and 4.

C or o- 4

RT.

D endpoint of a ray which

contains T.

,line segment.

F. intersebtion,01 a ray

with endpoint R and a

ray with endpOint..T.

G. endpoints of a line

segment,

1 The set of ):)oins on two ray with A do _on-_en dpOint

called

A, a triangle.

*B. an angle.

C. a vertex.

side of a triangle.

13. :Which, one of the following intersection sets is impossible

a line and a square.

A. the empty. set.

B. a set of 1 element,

C. a set of two elements,

*D. .a set of 3 elements

14. The intersection set of two planes it

19



onsist of

3 planes.

half pl

2 half planes and a line,

_3 lines.

es.

Separates the planeinto 3 ae

16. How Many -if lines are there in the figure below.
A

17. many rays are there in the figure aboite?'

How. many line segments?

19, It is impossible for the common Intersect on_ of three planes

have an intersection set that is

A. the empty sets

a set with one elemen

A set with two elements.

20. How many triangles does the figure contain ?.

A. /4

B. 6

-*C. 8

D. 10.

E. 12

21. Make sketches in which he intersection set of a straight

lint and a.- circle is the set described. If it is Im-

-possible to-draw such a sketch, write -impossible'. "

20



a one element .

of two elements.

A set of 3 elethen



ate

'Of Sdhool;-

City:

Number .f" days to the teaching.
ciud n sting- -Of-this -unit.

ate datei:

State.

USE THE. BACK 'OF. THIS SHEET IP -YOU NEED EXTRA SPACE TO
AN S ANY OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW

Ms e a _ tatement about the ability level of the pupils in the
class and state' whether yoUr school uses some plan of homo
geneoup growing.

What parts of h e unit proved' to be the Most teachable?

What pats or e unit proved to be the mo t difficu -0

teach?

id you emit any part?'

Did. yob use y supplementary developmental mater

If so what. ere they, and at what points were they used?.

Did:yoU find it necessary Proiridethe pupils with addition-
al material'

s 0_ textbookb-o --did-yaw-

-Do-yau.think that a unit on this topic_ should be -included it
regular textbooks for 7th -aid 8th) grades?

_LPleaseLmake_ANY.= additional= c omment s= about teaching-
perience with this unit which you think would be helpful to
e Panel responsible for preparing and experimenting with
tbook materials_for grades 7 and



ypypils,seemed to be in the more able group, although,
,,seililere_reported as medium of low in ability. Five
--iiitee& part-of' the 'unit. A majority felt'that-the
Od.--Iiiifficient-develdpmentad. and practice. material. The'-

i6hOeyeiv'almDst in complete agreement that the unit should be
naiilaid7in the seventh grade curriculum.

Opinions concerning the individual sections follow:

SeCtion
Sets and points 'on A line-.

'-'-lntersectibn
Line segments., half-lines
Lines on a pdint
One to tone-correspondence
Cloted-curveb
adrildteral

Planes and skew
SPecial figures'

No parts of unit
gle

:"-EaSiest--tO
Teach
10

Most-DiffituIt
to teach

0 2
0 6
4 1

2
0

18
1 ' 0
a - 6
0

ents,;of 18-teachers classes NonLMetric-
GeometrY)-_fall into two patterns as Indicated by the following
abbreviations: "Understandable and 'clear"; "a good unit";'"
"refreshingly different"; "interesting-to teach-; "students
enjoyed the unit"; "both ekcitingand frustrating"; -"beSt

adapted-to better students"; Nore-developmental material' needed"*
"some .part.. too difficult"; "lacked motivation"; "students had
considerable difficulty",

Other comments in the nature of advice to other

Students and -teaeller -learn together.

teachers include:

Students with I. Q. .of 751-learned some of the definition
and participated-in the class exercises.

-An-additional -helpful- reference-is: -Hardy...a d-Wrlght.

theory of Numbers..

Students who are unfamiliar with the idea of set.neecLa
little more work with "sets" prior .to the ihtroduction-of.

"intersection sets."

Pupils may show a preference for traditional material un-.
less the teacher is conscious of his responsibility for=ma n7
taining interest'initially obtained by the "differentnese
the material.

23



e c].a&e p ticulaxly In the fire
'need'time to ,develop concepts.

e:,DesargueErConfiguration haThe difficult

24



geomet we mean the stuay of theproiertieS,of

ough experimenting) measuring, and formUlating-tanclUsions

tiim,,,reasoning This, is in contrast to the of_a

logical, organisation -of theorems about tie. properties, by deductive

reasoning from undefined terms and-stated assumptions. ln-ihii

Amidition toexperimenting, measuring, and inductive reasoning, the

pupils are introduced to the use of deductive thinking ai a-method of

reaching conclusions, arguing from previously stated Primeiples-and

definitions. We reserve for later the systematic organization of

,geometry as a deductive science, Starting-with postulates and undefided

'terms, and developing theorems and definitions- on this basis.

The purposes gfor Aibiehl,he'unit was plAnned were these:

-- To awareness of theoCeurreide iii the environment or

-illustrationa of points, 1

regions-bounded by Pants lined

To introduce certain geometric concepts and relations.

d:planes and alko-of three-dimen-

To give the pupils experience in discovering empirical laws about

al relations on thy-basis of systematic observations of geometric

To give encejn verification ofexPerimental

esnl"Ps and in informal deductive argument ogthe basis of-previous

principles.

he-major topics are (1 e angle relationships

formed- by-parallel lines and a transversali.and (2)- angle-relation-

Jape in triangles., It is assumed that the pupils are already fami

With the'doncept of angle, conventional angle notation, angle Measure-
- -

25



n addition, they shou

this ries TheyOnee'

d-mts frequently in this one are thOfe,

nt, plane, and half-plane. Some notat,ion
-.-

also used in this one.

,The,introductory section serves as epoint of,depar e -for the

-Pliyeical representations of geometrit concepts-.

'cussions of this natdre should take place frequently. Whenever a new

arrangement of points and lines is studied it is helpful to ask the

pupils to find 'illustrations in the environm

the first discussion, a chalk

or in cp tires. In

and other solids may be used to

otions of plane surfaced which intersect or do not intersec

es whieh do-iir do not intersect, d the like.

some .hints about applications for the purpose of

.supplement- these remarks by pointing out the

WC also give

motivation.

°metrical __knowledge involved in designing an airplane. The main

out how air will flow abouten'airplane of a given

hape moving 3n a given direction at. a given speed. From this we can

also uselculate the lifting force and the air resistance,. I

t

he p lerEigram of forces as an 'illustration. order ,to find_

-single force equivalent to two given force

point we can-draw a diagram like this

acting simultaneously _at a

which the given forces are represented in magnitude and direction

.H,..We_complete_the_parallelograia,_ancL_the_d

-26



Ude and direction of the.,-riabuitent force". Geoletry

out the forces in an. electromagnetic field,. and, _

,psychologist, and the military strategist use geometry in ways

elistAcf,and how an oil company should schedule AS pro-

ddt Conn'Lthe theorl of f-relativity and in. the design of agricultural
. _ - - - E,-- -- -

c o m p l i t efferion c -one-4U- of-- space-aire- use- diad

ciet,_ the chemist, tie biologist, the engineer the ecoinorniat,

Owed fro Keying, some-6Me of which were not -everf (TrOA-Med -Of -15-
_

Thel,bisterical_fe As_serv_e both_as_mo.timtation_And_also_to_give

the children a feeling for.mathemat a living, growing science,

-as- an:integral-part of our- culture. The -pupils should lookup the =4

names in 'books and encyclopedias and their reports should be _posted

where -all can to them The annual supplements to some of the

'encyclopedias often list,. under the heading. of "Mathema cant. important_

recent developments. These Are u

can, be used to show who is doing outstanding Work today.

The Scientific .American often publishes excellent expository y

too technical fOr the childrenN

_._art-i_cles,_ and recently several popular magaranes such_as_

Reader's Digest and Esquire have carried articles on mathematics and

mathematicians.

provideibackground for the itiicry of a AnsvorsariFifer-

sectTh-e paralleInines, arid of triangles. It dead with t&.ee tires

which intersect in one, two, three-, or no pOints, and the associated

gle relationships. The concepts of vertical angles'and of, adjacent

e introduced, and are defined by using -the concip is of ra

d half-plane which were developed in the unit on non-metric geometry.

27



dliere to tha: un

:angles or segmeDte' ve; the same measure, and- Will then be
,

-, -..a. ..
d to tial measure. Later we shall call such f_gurie cbn-

. . - r

hip point it is more important to instil-1 ln the pupils

gs -habits' than to Spend much time on a formal dieouss ien- 0

of sie es of vortical angles is develppe in tw

drawing two intersecting

ng the measures

First the pupils' + given exercis

lines and in measuring the angles formed.

6btained and than comparing their results with those obtained by' other

pupils they should arrive at a tentative conclusion.

hen re-examined; certain properties of adjacent anglea-are noted,

the same conclusion is reached by deductive reasoning. The use of

cm-measurements as a basii.for a tentative conelusion fdllowed

aforal dediactiVe Argument, occurs at several other

The emphasis should be on t discovering
-

ships by their own observations.

lung them the answers. -Be patiei

idt
id, if necessary, ask leading

0 0.

questions, but try to draw the answers out of the Students. It will be

stimulating to, the whole- class if one of them makes the discovery

ad of- your telling. them. You should guide the clam discussion -so

make the children realize the necessity of saying exactly'_what

,they mean. }lave the .youngsters criticize each other:' s formulations of

the generalizations until they arrive at a statement of each principle

- -,a_Then may_ show_ _them.o fomulation for



ateiaents as models in their

:fr work on thiS unit. When they have finished the unit, you should

di- -hute.,our formulation of._the principles so that the student

insert them in -their notebooks ,for future referencew The practice in

0tMtinga pkOpOsition clearly and precidely is important or:all future

A procedure which is, helpful in guiding pupils iii formulating

tentative conclusions on the badis of experimentation and measurement.

he illustrated in connection vith'Excrcise 5 in Part A. As the

ptIn,are measuring-their-emgles, a-ta Ie-may-

blackboard, with the names of the pupils in the first ,Coliamn\and the

names 611-tbe-anglea Measured- a a op.

L.

- ,

pupil- Axigle B Angle CAB. _Angle DAC Angle BAB

As each pupil-completeihis measuring, he-can report his results,

record,them himself inn the table. After a few pupils hive renorteds

the class can obserfre the relationship tetwean the-measurements recorded

in the table, and Uotb that while the figures reported by difrerent

_ .

pupils are not the' same, the measurements obtained by each pupil for

r.

oh -pair of-vertical - angles Ithe- same---, or early- to The-obsery

tIon pf the measureMents obtained by several pupils supportstha

conClusion- about the equality:of the measures of vertical angles; and

the procedure suggests to the pupils a method of organizing dat4.0*,..

this kind.

B, -the set .of three line's in which' wo lines' (not neces-

sarily parallel). intersect a transversal-is studied. The 'angle

identified-earlier (vertical adjacent) are noted, and the new angle

pair corresponding, alternate interior) are defined. Lle studying-

the

tud _ng



he measures of

unlimited .in length) _s Saida to divide the'plane .(also:nlimited in

e hafPiiitea;-the-lint-beinuthebounda

two halflplane

In Part

.- VIII -6

114., u. become acquainterlyiththis

they, can readily recognize each kind angle pair.

In #Exercise 3 -.the symbol used to

eXplained;-.Ve:have used the symbol

HAng are equal.. 4 can readi,'-"The measure .0 angle,. .
. .

denote equality of mizapures

when the easves.pf two

he -o angle ci."

The 'discussion in the paragraph between exercise .5 and 6 maY

require revieji of the concept of half-plane. -Recall that a line

relation between W.hich tVio.

lines. fOrm with a transversal and the intersection or pon-intersection

of two .lilies is `explored through measurement.of angles. The tentative

conclusion is formulated, and acceptedi-that when a pair-et-co responding-

angles have the same measure, the lines do.not intersect and are parallel.

:

This, yields the construction for parallel lines whiChiaused in the

unit, with:a second proposed in exercise-8. in. Part b -informal dedue..

establish the principle that -when a--pair bf-alternate--

interior angles have.the same measure be lines are parallel.'

-In Exercisesn following Part D, pupils may hive difficulty with

exercises One, way to.help them to recognize 4 familiar figure

within a more complex one is ie cover up one of the transversals and

extend the remain sversal and segment RS.

In exercise 6, if a T-square or plastic triangle is available

either may be used to demonstrate the application of Principle 2.



w

on so.

to discuss many illustrations to show that the converse of-__

rent may be true or mav be-false4

,._an.Rart_F,_the coiverses of, frinciple 2 and_Princliple,

estigated. The converse of Principle 2 is stated as a principle,

on= the basis of measurement and the converse of Principle 4 is then

eddeductively.__ Some of the_exerciseS,dive experience in identi-

fying angle pairgvin more coop Xi-figure

In Part G the angle relationshipa in a-triangle ire studied.

Exercises are designed to lead to the discovery ofthe angle-side

_

relationahips in an isosceles triahglefrowwhich the corresponding

relationships in an equilateral triangle may-be deduced. In exercise.

_3-it would-be well to have the pupils-use compasses to:draw equilateral

triangles,. _t-the gompaesesare available. Exercises 10-11, and-also,

exer s,12-13, provide an opportunity to note that-one-conclusioh-le

the converse of,the other.

In Part H the angle-sum for -a triangle is developed, first

experimentally and then deductiiely. by the use of parallel lines.

few exercises are provided,to shold-the significance of-this principle,

additibnal ones may weft be used.

%

Throughout the_stuy of this un ort should .be-4a4e tO-Jencourage_.

the_punile to discover relationships for themselves, 'both by measureMent

and observation of results, and ..by informal deduction, ,,and to state

cleaily, in their own words, what their conclusions are and their

reasons.: Some pupils will find exercises Mud e aster than. otherp.

find them,. Some will need help in reading and dllowing directions,

e keetier space perception thin others I 6 Prbbible
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do Ships among three lines) and, with relativdly de,

::disdo*er,mdst-of the relationships included in unite



us ? cin of lines ii,thiCh-:are intersections"of planes =i;

_ rally d oiling, walls end bard _Over_ motebtor___

stapding on the de skvaurfaces -f filing ,cagnet, desk surfaces.

_
IllUstrations at pointig' are intersections of lines

corners of froom edge! at windows lines on. note paperi

Illustrations of three planes intersecting in 4 line--

olc- three cards- attached with-adhesive-tepei

parallel planbs/,-.-- opposite walls of roof

gee_ of -a

iai4strations o

site sides or desk --covers of .tiobk, two eurfaces of window pane.

3 adjacent

Illustrations of parallel lines and skew iines 7- 9pposite

edges oft room, opposite sidel of sheet of paper, edges of

haphazard pilei interaection.of

hat o a third .14411 with floor

Illustrations of gurved._surfaces_pipe _reflet

surfaces, curled paper, clock face glass, globe lensed' of

IllUstrations of planes on the street

Tsiduale
P

ill
ehhlo_ se's. -se. Example of curved sUifacea

'window light 'poles.

From the Greek words mean



.t

Part A e `Tree Lines.

it _ eirorated_ Intersecting straight-llnewv._ -

Angle BAE'ang angle!DAC are 4186 vertical angles.,

Angles ._BAD and_DEjare.adjagent anglea.

Vertical angles have the.aeme-Measaree,

5., Each ,pair of vert*Oalfanglei have the same -me

the,size o the angles in the figures vac

cement `even

100° h 1809
oot. 500_

(d) 'x +y =-1 +y= 180

x =.1 = 140 = Y._

C."

7C-= Z. Yea.

of vertic- -gleS 1-
,

10.

.Three angle- l' 'On one side a

Each verteXlaall fciur-"alIgie'd. -Angle pairs

.vertical or adjacent.

4 pairs of vertical angles

8 pairs of adjadent angles.

a cOmon-vertex are

c

19. The figures are alike in tha
4
plane.

e .all forme by



ant in the relationships between pairs of

tree points or napoInts.

akeW, that is they may" not lie in one plane.

The lines may be skew to each other and 44- have

k

Two m intersect and-both be skew to the third,

no intertectiops.

yield _g only one

intersett bothtftiOne Iwo may be skew:and'the third may

ti wing two intersections. These.may be iIlustrsted with sticks.,

-or curtain rods.

Part B. Two Linea and a Transversal_

J7igures ftr problems 14 and 17.

Problem 14 "

intersects m2 and m3

intersects ml and m3

intersects mi and m2

Problem 17 --

intersects ti mod. t2

8 angles., .4 pairs of vertical angles,

e= angle g, angle f 11 angle h.

Angle a and

gle d and angle a,

angle g !and angle h,

6.

angle b and angle

angle e and angle

angle h and angle e.

c, angle c and angle d,

f, angle f and angle g,

All-theAdjacdnt angle pairs of number 4.

a and angle e, angle. c and angle g

and h.

Angle

angles b' and f, angles

35
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our pairs of verticel angles in xple e, by Principle 1.

Angle kr

Angle a

Angle w

Angles r and p

10. rand p, angles x s

tr. Angle r and angle z,

angle p and'angle y.

c. Angle x and angle w, angle p and angle;

Angle and angle x, angle x and angle p, angle v and angle pp

angle r. and angle v, angle z and angle e, angle s and angle yy

angle y and angle V, angle w and angle z.

le s

d

angle v and angle w

Part C. Parallel Lines (Correspondin gles

0

1. Yea. On the sage side of t as the two angles.

2. The roads will intersect on the left side of t.

4. Corresponding angle.

7.

a. Belo

e. Parallel

i. Above

The distances between the intersectio_

is thdlength of C D, then ,e (CD

This formula is for the information

Parallel c. Above t

Above g. Below

Parallel k. Below

d. Belo

Parall

Above

are e-ualo If (CD

n 40°
ay
the teak



TVIII -13

ensure, of Angle y

in degrees ,
1 AB

10 3.7

20 1.9

30 1.3

40 1.0

50 .84

60 .74

70 .68

80 .65

- 90 .64

100 .65

110 .68

120 .74

130 .84

140 1.0

150 1.3

160 1.9

170 3.7
The distance from C to D depends only on the angle y.

The minimum distance occurs when angle y

10. If, (AB) is doubled, theni(CD) is also doubled.

11. Let, be the given line.m Draw a perpendicular line m

1.

A
Nark off a point B on m whose distance section A of

-,
L with m is one inch. Draw the line n through B perpendicular to

Part D. Parallel Line (A ernate- Interior gles)

2. Angle C 2 150°, angle d T 1500 angle

37
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Yes, to the tight- of

T-Vill.14

If angle b is larger than angle c, then mi anv2 intersect on the

side as angle e, but if angle e is larger, then they intersect

on the s side as angle b, by principles land 3. If angles b

,e have the same

principles 1 and 2.

a

then ml and m2 are parallel, by

Parallel, 4 b. Parana, 2 c. Above to 3 d. Below

16arailel, 2* or 4* f. Above t, 2* or 4* g. Above t,.

h. Above t, 1 and 2 f.. Above , 4 j. Parallel, 2

Exercises

1. Vertical, adjacent, corresponding, alternate interior

2. a. a and.d or b and e or c and f

b.

c.

a and b, b and c,

b, and c, or b, c, and a or

a and g, b and h, c and e, f and d.

dr, fda

and e, etc.

b. a and h, h and g, g and b, b and a, c and f, f and a, e and d

d and c

same as b.

a nd c pr b and d d h

b and f or c and g

Angle x T 75°, by principles 4 and 5

Angle z = 4592 by principle 4.

measure, then __st intersect

c. 180°

60°

. a. 180°

eb. 65°

BC is parallel to DE by principle 2.

*In.theae cases, use is made of the principle
supplementary:.,

angle z has some other

38

adjacent angles are

or 4*
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art E. Turning a Statement Armed (Converse

converse m]ay be false.

be false; converse

-T_ converse may be false.

d. Ma be true or false (Mary may no

also undetermined.

True; converse also true,,

Statemen Converse

-5.

6.

7.

c. T

d.

e. T

1

T

go to school); converse

Part F. Converses of Principle 2 and Principle 4.

Corresponding angles or alternate interior angles.

-Corresponding angles

angles should have the samemoasuros.

and u, x and s, z

z and s. nund1

Corresponding

ogle pairs y

Angle pairs

m
=Angle

should have the same, meaeuies.

angle w

d w,_ w and r.

corresponding angles

Angle w g angle a vertical angles

-.Atig let z angle s both have- the

9. Angle pairs b and c, g and h.

same measure as-angle we_

10i Angle pairs a and,h, b and e, f and c, g and d corresponding

ng ea.

39
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m.
d and f = 68°

-Angles b,

2

13 Alternate

g = 1

erier.

14. Corresponding angles, alternate interior angles, vertical angles.

15.' 2 Corresponding angles at x and s R and W.

16. Angle a + angle b g loo since 2- is a straigh

angle b 12 angle c - alternate interior angle

angle a angle c g 180° = angle b angle d.

17. Same number 16.

18. . is perpendicular to t

19. W., By the definition of perpendicular

Corresponding angles have the same measure.

c. Angle b has the same measure as angle a.

d. By the'aiefinition of perpendicular lines.

20. a. 4 transversals.

intersects c and d. a and b are parallel lines and c and d

d d

line

intersects a and b and a (and b)

are,parallerlines.

ending angle pairs are:

n,p), (t,r), (s,q (e

(k,$), j r)

'0. Alternate interior angle pairs are:

(1,n (j,p), 0).

Vertical angle pairs are: (e,

-(o-q)i-(pyr

e. Angle pairs whose measures have a sum of 180° area h),

(m,p), (t,4), (

(e,') f,h), (14) kfiX,

g ) (hop ), (1,

k,g

(g,i), ,h

(f,g) (10.

(X,11

Angles 'I' 1

4181PP_Xig

klj)

(g,

h, j

(h4q), (i,p).

t, p, r each g 280..

,6.0711 each g

4O

5,0



G. TViahgles

glee. f contains a trian

2 linesegments.

c and d are encased by 4 line segments.

prieere equilateral

4 sears isosceles

by cy and e appear' Sc enee

1,

g

7, and 1, 6, 9; The Sum of t : length or two sides of a

triangle is greater .than the lettigth of the, third side.

The sum of the measures f any two sides musc always be greater,

than the measure, of the third side. The length of AC mus.t be less then

7 inches and more than 3 inche

5
A

12. 'kngle a gangl

sew measure.

b, angle bra

C A 1- ---

a, thus all three

IS

gles have the

13. If angle a g angle b, then sides opposite these angles have the

14.

15, The angle opposite the larger side has the larger measure.

same measure.

If angle b 11 angle c, then sides opposite these angles have the

same 4easure.

Thus all three sides have the sane measure,

No.

length of AC alone is doubled, then the angle ABC does not

in a Simple way. If all three sides are doubled, the angles

1

the triangle do not change in measure.

la



Fart H. Angle of a Triangle

he measures of thia angles of a triangle is\180

Angles EAB and ABC Are alternate interior angles, and are.therefore

equal in measure. Angles DAL and ACB are corresponding angles and

are also -equal 'in measure. The sum of the measures of angles DAE,

EAR, And-BAC is 180° since DC is a straigheline. Therefore the

--sum-crtbmimeasures -of-the-angles of the triangle-is-40°.

es and ACB have equal measures by principle 6.

her 500 and-80°,

m
C

42



UNIT VIII

Sample Test Questions,-

PART I. TRUE - FALSE

Li tle.has been added to geometry since it was invented..

igle of 'an isosceles triangle .is equal to the

measure of 660 one. of the other .two :.angles. must be equal

to the.measure of 66°

A statement may be true 'while its converses false,-

Equal pairs of corresponding angles are formed when a

transversal intersects two parallel lines in the-same

plane.

T A statement and its converse may both be true.

F- Th-einterseCtion- set of three lines-inA plane 'must be

three points.

F 7 Many modern geometry textbooks are basedon one written.

by Euclid.

If a trianglb h two equal sides, it has-two equal angles,

F 9. All isosceles triangles have the same Marie regal'dless of

size.

J 10.., The sum of the measures of the three interior angles of a,

triangle is equal to the measure of 180°.

F11. An equilateral triangle is also a scalene triangle.

F 1. converse of a false statement is always false..
F 13. If a triangle has only two equal sides, It can have three

three equaI'angles.

T 14: An equilateral triangle is also an isosceles. Jangle.

F 15. If a--figUrtis acloSed curve, it is a circle.
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he figure at the right,, As Bs

WIC are, symbols for the verticies

or the triangle.

ansversal intersects any pair-df,lines in

plane the alternate interior angles are equal.
a

_F. 16 In the figure-shown at the right,.
=

if all measures are held equal ex-

cept; angle MON and side MN, as

angle

-he same

N increases in size the length

of DIN will decrease.

19. r One method of prom'.' is to reduce a statement to a pre4

vioudly proved statement.

F 20. It is possible to draw a triangle whoae sides measure 4

inches, 2 inches, and 1 inch.'

The figure shown at the-right

consists of two-pairs of parallel

lines. Use the figure in marking

21: 26 true or false.

T1-21. Angle a 5 angle 8.

22. Angle 3,Pit angle h.

F 23., The measure of angle a +

measure of angle d

measure of angle 3 + mea-

sure of angle'2.

T 24. The Measure of angle c +

measure angle h = measure of angle 2 + measure' of angle 5.

T 25. The figure 'contains/ft-aft than 16 pairs of. equal angles.

T26. If angle 7 angle 8 then all the measures of the angles
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MULTIPLE.CHOIcg.

ansversal intersects two lies. the same plane

the measures ofthe co responding angle- e equals then the

two lines are.;

parallel

C. pe rpendicular lines.

intersecting lines. 4
E. Iltine of the above answers is correct.

If one angle of a scalene triangle I 50° which of'

lowing statements is-always true?

One of the other angles 900 .

One of the other angles -4 50°

The sum of the measures of the' other two

Two of the sides are equal.

One of the other angles M.1 0°

D.

E.

In the figure shown at the righ

how many transversals intersect

lines m and n?

A. 1

*B. 2

C. 3

If-'the--measure of one angle of a,triangle is equal tq the

measure of another angle in the triangle...



es of the tiliatigie are equal;

one :!,Of the measures of. the sides. s.re s4ual.

of the sides vppoai the orgies hose
.

urea are,equal4are not equ

the measures of two sides are equal.

E. none of the, above statements, is correct..
_

If two sides of a triangle measure three inche' and four

_inches, the_ third. side could measure...

A. one inch.

B.. Aeren inches.

less thari one in
*D. more than seven inches.

E. none-,9f the above answers is correct.

If three lines are drawn ol the 61114 plane and

lines are parallel the figure formed, could in

A. exactly three angles.

B. exactly two points of intersection.

*C. a triangle.

D. two closed curves.

E. a_rectangl

A distinct point

A. a point you can see.

B. .a sharp object.

C. 'an important stateident.

D- ,a. circular mark made, with a, pencil..

*E. the intersection of two'4ines.
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the transversal t intersects

Whqh angle forms

with. e pair of alternate

le0?

Al4eotetric plane

an airplane,

carpenter's tool.

,
flat. surface like that a.window pane,

a curved sUrface like ,;that of a round- lamp shade.

an object ilte,a. :sheet; bf gywood.

surface is 4 0

A. a . geometric

a 'set Of

a set of lines.

D. a set of lines and pOin s

.measure of area.
, -

the figure on the right, which f

a pair of corresponding

-047e1PS?

*A. a

B.

C



he figure above 11nts x and are parallel
.

the sae measure angle d.angle a
c.ha he- same measure as angle e.

le b has the same measure as anglp-.dj.

the

re abdve,

e dMeasure as angle d.

same measure as anglv_

the measure

n.

In 'the
b

e ..abov angle adjapent- (3 angle..

and d are all .angles .
adjacent. to igle ;a.

none of the above answers is correct.

PAR1 COMPUTiON,

at .the right,
are parallel

and intrersect trans--

ve a7 What ares.:the mea-

each of the follow-



the measures of one -he 'angles _is

In th
line

6. One

meaeu

'ice _'IS at the right

a pali.

3 1 s: intetspot.:oh,a'
formed are,-equali- what. Is,

Two Anes intersect on point
formed :adjacent angle M

In the tr le at the ri
asU es

30° Angle BOA W 70°

is the measure angle CAB?:,

Corresponding angles are On (s
13 - 15 In the fi re: at the right,

'lines x, y and z, .are parallel;
What is the measure of ttie-

.

. lowing angler?

side sv r841

11. angle a 0°)

lg. angle b (60°

13. angle _(700

ankle d (1300)

.15. angle e (500)
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-
-intOr- ct1en witl 0 u,

the spac:e'whIch cv ectlyr-
f..

f011owingmktateliten-

17::. angle "a 5 and .

le- e-1 75 the lines

the lines

the libes

. 4k.

of 'd:1-1-1 °, and
angle _e the lines

PART

Foreach of the following select the statement
, a

the"- imum or 1 aunt, of essential necehary) , of
wh ch contains



e at the right,
d'.2 intersected by

gl 6.

-the s:um of the .measures

of angles -2 and 4 equals the sum of the measures of

angles 8.

2. In the figure at the Sight

line o intersects lines In
and n. Angle m angle 7

if
A. angle 5 - angle

angle 7 = angle 4.

angle

angle 2.
i`i= angle. '4 angle 5.

angle tr. 1-11, angle 2 angle 8.

In he figure at the right,
angle ,10 g angle 11, and lines
a and b are .parallel. Angle

angle ,o because.





Date

e of eadhein

o_

iriatud

-City:
= t a e;

days given to the teaching
testing) of this !unit:

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET. IV You NEED EXTBA:8PACE10:.
ANSWER ANY OF TREHQUBSTIONS BELOW

e a statement .about the .ability- level of the pupils in the
01a ss.tiand -State%whether your sdhOol uses some 'Plan of hcitho
gedeous'grouping.

_pats of the ullit.Paved most_tea

What parts of /the unit proved tb be the MD
:teach

vs'

Did You omit any part

icult to

Did you use any suppiemt developmental materials?

If so, -what were they, and at what points were they used?

Did-you find lit necessary to provide the pupils with-addition-
al practice material?

If so, was it from textbooks or did ou write your own?

Do you think that a unit on this topic shoUld be-included in
regular textbooks-for 7th and 8th grades?:

-Plea8e-make-ANY-additionAl-Cotment --atour-sitAIFT-tewohitigejt;77---
petience with this unit which you think would be helpful to
he PaneIT-responsible for preparin =mod -experimenting with
textbook materials for grades 7 and
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of *adhere.

l levels ,but relatively few were described as low level
-teaOhing days varied from 8 to 26.

aleiViing table -shows the topics which were reported easiest
h-and the 108 which were reported most difficult.' to teach.

;_pOL at S.,_how ,Many teachelArePorted these 'topics.

Easiest to Most difficult
-- --Ttipic------3 Teach to_ Teach

Transversal -4

Informal, proofs 0

___rineiple 3
Angles, of a triangle
Principlda of parallel
E4leriment.
Applying-principles

- Converses -------------:- -----,:-----
-_______

Isoscelea triangle 2.

-
It was apparent the teachers thought thht the' vodab

_

='.vtks----difficult -at times , Some of them stated -thaf ere:RI:Jae

much discOvery; for example: cutting out triangle and
reminded the student of 'cutting- out paper

One teacher remarkect.that this unit did not go as well as 't
early units in her seventh. grade class. One. stated that for her
eighth grade class it was -an excellent

Several teachers- suggested measuring angles by. u ing a:pro-

tractor.. They .proposed. that the idea- of approximate measurement
be introduced at tie, same time.

It was suggested- by several that principles stated. in final
form should be in the guide for teaehers but not in the Atudents



UNIT -IX

I 0 L -GEOMETRY II
. _

riingles, perpendicular-- bisectorS, parallelogr _

ri i t t ogle principl

erg a a

ge011etty:. In-this sequence =
informal Geomery is intended-

follow the units on Non--Metric geometry and Informal

If- -the- eacher does not wish to give_ this -muCh-time

geometry and prefers to try this unit rather than some of the oth

this could be done providing,the students have had some exPerie4Pq,

4

------with-the measure of length,, area, and angle:and .also_some.ex7.

POrience with parallel: lines and transversals.

In most schools Informal Geometry II.should notloe taught.

befdre the eighth grade The writing committee believes that

would be appropriate to 'teach some of the geometry units in 't

seventh grade and some In the eighth.

Congruent tri gles

idea of -congruence _should be illustrated with-ntmerous--
.

sueh 'd two, Teets. of paper; teitoOkd,: two
.z .

and two footballs 'Then the pupils ,shouidbe led to see'
. :

_

the importance of knowing whether- two obje'qtsare the saMe-'

and shape} especially in business and manufacturing.

In manufacturing an automobile or a. radii); she company'

wisheb to make repairs as easy as possible by producing star

-inter-changeable -parts such as -nuts-,:- and_tubez
,

-these --must--:be- the same size and sap,.
=

' certain measurements of a part are taken, and if too many sped_-_MenS-

deviate from the standard by more than:,.a ertain -,ampunttaa4td,' the'

tolerance, the engineer knows that sOmeth ng has gone wrong in the
4



manufact'uring process.

T-/X-2

Similarly, manufactu ing .a complitated-

Machifte like an4Lirplane-engine, it is necessary to fittogether
_

-many:parts which wereAma_e

Should Work properly the-.-parte.mus

e-

be made in Certain sizes and

shapes-to within very narrow tolerances.:

en.attention-ls turned to the congruence :of o.triangles.,_

an excellent opportunity is :provided. to emphasize how the mathe-
_

matician-aPProaches a problem by considering a simple and 'quite

11-ideal", situation first. It can alSo be -Tainted out-that the

solution of a problem- iri such `an "ideal" situation often prOVes

be very useful in solving a similar problem-I/Tr life;aituatiOns.

Some prefer to.think of the movement of one triangle .in a

lane_ so-that it coincides with a second triangle to which

0 ruent,,rather than the cutting out process selected in the

chclice of-the-outtingout process was madesince it seemed,'

y t&'be.more cledr.to students. It_is entirely: satieactory

111 'intuitive treatment 'of:-ge retry. is, 110p*re

ext.

out that solid figures in 3 dimensions could no 'be
.

milar process. In the text, we suggest a procedure

1.0.6p1ds larComparing solid figures..

ndept' of a rigid motion should be emphasized; a.clidean

e-sdefintdaS the study ofthose -properties of figures-

igid.motions. .prl,sAges .24 we

L-ri the pupils.

we can see whether two figures are,

congrUen moving them, by imagining how they

wul_d fitf. ;they `were :moo. -.if the figure which is moved is cut
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out_ of tracing paper, then corresponding points .a. points which

lie'overeach, other, can be marked; and. aAer the figUreS are,

ga Xw the

were anged° during yth motion. , Then Ask how the dIStancesibetvieen

corresponding. points of the two figures compare Then adk \Whether

theconverse_is e,whether if the two- ;figures ,can-be matehed-------

point for point so that distances between corresponding points

are equal, the figures will be -congruent.

On page 31we to get the', childre hat theyl,can _

acv with a comPass the figure formed by all points in-ja plane.

whose distande from a given point is 4 -ihah0. -*Thus they should

discover that there -are two podsible positions for the point 'B,
I

one on each side of the segment AC.

On page 4 the :children may join he pdifit n to -the vertipes

A and _C and extend the lines IANCand- CM until 'they meet he opl5osite,

sides in points' P. and. R respectively:

The point

-the distan

lengths equa

and may be, at.e.d and

nom C to P-and A __ng_the _corregponding__

Then A' P' and C' R'. intersect at the -'.point M'.

As studepts,begin to look for "tests" for congruence Of two--

triangles, .the teacher should emphasize the advantage of finding

thetests as simp, as possible, that is tests involving e comparison
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triangles possible. _.Since it is

stUdying-this unit will be familiar with the.,;-

g-

--probablY a good idea t0 start with-the-.,case of-

iizen:,angleand a side, even thOugh this case` may actually

ult-forthe pupils tO 'see than some_of the Other

Page 5 practical application of tests for congruence of

gles_is:'suggesied measurement of certain parts of

w o triangles is'sUfficient to shpw that they are-cOngruent then

the measures of .these parts determine.uniquelY the-measures-of all
.

.

otheripartsi , Appther practical applibation is the determination.,

inacceshible-distances. Suppose a man or -'Shore. wishes to find

11(514 far he ,is from a certain ship:

-N

He may pick another nearby location N on the shore. Then with a

sextant, he can measure the angles SMN and. SNM and the-dibtance

Be can: then make a drawing to Scale and measure the distance

when-he...studies. itrigonometry,,,_ he_ will _ie_arn

On page 5, the distance's of the airplane to Honoiulu is 1710

miles, -o three significant figures. In the sCale-drawing the leng

2620
100 3.28 inches



11-n75

'5/16711_nche .

in this unit it is assumed that fi
ruler and protractor . The teacher can ilse_hisi

ud ent -abOubt e4uiring' construciion with ruler , and. compasd;

The ex reises' reveal that In: some situation s there :is -actually an,
"'advantage -'in the Use of compassed. would be well- for the

teache'r to use the conventional terms in connection With these

struments.- en-the figureip:to bemade: by-measuringzwl_th a _

and protractor, it is conventional to use the phrase- -* , Y.

aik the, figure% " When the

d

compass', is to be used it is' convention7'_

- say ,,i_eonstruct the figure .

ntended to pro vrab the 4 155Adhity-fm4,

student explore the; situations and discover the -pripciplea upon -,r .. i
...

which there
,
can. agreement, rather than to have these -principled.

teacher and then verified V -the pupil . Thls
a

pointed- _.out by

process may .take. longer bilt it- would' -be better tp provie for this
h material than t cover a great

terial by tea her lecturing.

On page 10, special' attention should be -balled t the dase

.
deal more ma-

in which twc sides and. an angle included angle) are given.

ppoae- that sides AB and BC- and the-: angle vert- x
I
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Where BC is lc
-be drawn.

two different angle

one triangle

ust long ,enou to be Perpendicular to side AC.

BC is too short. to reach. _t4
. _

____

In _trigonometry this case of given parts of a triangle; called

the._ambiguous case.
. -

S ecial emphasis should be placed on the list .pOssibilities

the top of page 10, again emphasizing, the advantage of the

'discover approach, rather than the memorizing of conclusions of

others.

It should.be made entirely clear that we have depe

.intuitisin in developing the fOur principles on congruence. They are

S6-olleted --rh- "-this 'unit- by' eXperiment and-observation.- The-use-

the word "prove" shoul avoided throUghout kince we have not

:developed in the units on intutkive geometry a logical structure

: 'oh.,whAch- proof can be based. We might, however, calk what._we do

An the parts'following the treatment of congruent triangles,-

"informal 'deduction prOcessn.



eetio berpier:tdicialar bisectors parallelogrAmS, or condU
1

ent ,may be Form e . i he a is .on cbncurrent _lines is
ettidied, .it would -be- desirable to precede it by .the SectiOn. on
perpergidicular bisectors Otherwise any of the'-_, remaining sections

may be studied in any order.

:These three sections' on perpendi ular biseCtoi.s parallelor
grams, d concurrent -lines--provide a; nice opportunity to .show

certain- properties of ,triangles d,quadriluterals _using the :sin7.-

al deductive process In which most of -the, cOnclusions are
,-

based On :the prindipies accepted for congruent triangles. These

top os also provide opportunity-for further:diacciveily on the __par
-

ie. pupils boff` properties' not- ncluded in the text:. The better
ents-_ should be to try this.

"wellIn this section as -well as In thoAeyhidh follov6 ,great.
,ess- should be laid on the -discovery-or verif :-ication. of pro-

N

perties held by making use of preViously accepted:-principles in the
_ _chain of reasoning. The ability to -identify the reasons for con-

_

olubibrib, and -Steps used in readhing a given conclusiOn Is more
important than any one of the conclusiOns elf

#07

T comments on'perpendicular bisectors apply equally well in
this section. Consideration of special figures like squares,
rectangles, and rhombuses will prov de a rich opportu
discovery on the part Of the betjer pupil.



may_usetheyOrd converse" if he chooses.

material may, be adjuatedfor-diyferent classes'or

ate:tents= na' `OrepaUtion :Ould be me d Great Care,shd-
,_1

. 4

e-exercistd-in th'a Class to See that no conclusions are based on

a-converse-A) _=a-statement, when.thel atetent_hasbeen ihown",bu

not the converse. Thit: is a common error in-everiday reasoning.:

Students ?-in the unior high school can

,-cAre to avoid this.

On page 18 exercise 5c

'Chalk he extensions of the.segme and -.1H. If the

profitably observe great'

children stir' do ndt see that a transversal intersecting

two parallel line- HI-and JK, erase every hint' in'the ',figure ext6Ot

these three lines and ask again. If the pupils 's 1 don't See it,'

'ask them- tp skim through Informal Geometry I agai an tri4. to

find a figure similar to this dne If necessary, you shoUld then

ask them `to reaUoVer the ,-statement Of..princiPles.fer,.that unit

--again'td bee._whetherny ofthemApplIeS4,.to this-figure' and implies-

that two angles in the figure are equal.

Concurrent lines

Some of the most interesti

.Concerned with the concurPency'of lines

nary geometry

eats- assg dted:
,

pis-like to wor h-the,dra s r-consj--ruct=---_

---ions; This material also 16/10.'itselrnicelyrto -tl

approah, and, pupils, in worki liwi -'this materiti come to sense

some ore to orrliness ,..and;1
,

in th14-Sec Nmuch

case af, -

geometric relationships

made of measurement., and in the

tors use should be made of the under-

the



If ,z the

e puPils

T -IX -9,

er wishes to, Spend *Ire time on this material
.

'be encouraged t" experplent with. the bisecebrs.

of the anglstand with the meaia neither of whiphSre men-

deed in the text. .The concurrency of the btsectors of two

the: exter 'angles

other (interior)

a triangle and 'the bisecter the.

-angle of the triangle would provide for further-

.study of this idea on the part of pupils who ga'y find it so

-that- wish to give further time to-the..topic.

A Right Triangle Principle'

Most eighth grade texts include work- on the Theoi-em br

Pythagoras and it is intended that the teacher use his own

judgment in adding to the materials of this unit from what he'
.

. .

may want to teach from his own text,. This comment ppli aril

.ularly to the applications of this principle to which nO att tloh

. is given here. In other words this topic 'is. treated more from the

point of view of-mathematical Interest than of pradtical interest.

While the steps used In r.aching the principle n nO.sense

be Considered a proof, they do suggest a way, of leading up the

principle by relating Lhe new experience to. previously learned

principleT'which have been supported by infortal deduction from,

other principles or w

p- Amental evidence

The teacher ka y Hnii,,o that the purpose of

the comparison of the wo iquares is to arrive at the conclusion`;

--that

ve'ueen accepted on the bases oT ex-

.63



T -IX-lO

where' r and axe the lengths-of the shorter sides of a righ

igle and-t.iS'.-theXengttI!of ths_hyPotenuse. An -appeal i made'
--11- -AY ) 41

"iie,oim areas of squares to do this, which incidentally ggeats

2..
, ..,

4 ,,, , , -%

whyllig-M1 -t read r -r-squar0 The unit is writttn,*.so. that the

4.
student zwill arrive at this conOlusi,on through

a

r6ther than having A-poin d out to hIpa by the tea e and-
.

theexerclsks
4. '1

-proved.

The order of
should fi

in gu e is iinportan,,
draw the square uf7 units on a side, and

A . ex

then 4ach corner measure off the triangles as suggi?ated theme

,e t. It then temdips Lu argue 1.,11

aquae, This quadrilateral,

call thp "square on

In writing Lill., unit

grayal4 the I

equation:

this point it

cif using letters

qz All right ta.
as measwe-

a.

f the
2

a-

o1L, A i"L 1.,0ers.

where m and n are aLl'at.e,,,,

ao Lh04

144

a. and b' may be interchanged ) 1,.01

oladrilateral

repres

EFGR, is a

s what we usu ly

4r, ,

oduce are fu

-ult in Lhe.foin,ot'an

LLU students mater tie det

)a,

page z:), with _-ntegersv

rvdm the,. formulas

.

obta.ir case t- on page ?5, L tic), an a L

d n ,



T-*IX-11.

The Babylbnian tablet referred to on the previous page is

Plimpton
-%

on plate

American

322 Columbia,University Collection, and app ars

25-in Neugebauer and Sachs, Mathematical Cuneiform Text_
*4;

Oriental-Society, New Haven, donnecticut,

Pythagoras was born on the island of 'Samos about 572 B.C. In

6
532 he- migrated to, southern Italy and founded a semireligious

N

brotherhood at Croton. This society became mixed up in politic

Rich lad -_to attack6 by enemies. ilthagaras_theni_moved to Meta-._

poritcpmwherelledied'abol..4495 B.C. You can obtain mere inform-

atop abOdt his Work from Heath, Lk Hist- of Greek Mathematics

Oxfordunivarsitypress.Plutarchls Lives is a very famous classic.

It is also assumed that the pupil will not have had much.

experiende with
. the squares of numbers and the square roots of

numbers.

usually. The teacher should feel perfeOtly free to itVe a more ale-
1

Ttle use the symbol, for square root has been avoided

vete treatment if the pupils are prepared for it -- that is if they

th the ideas of _square and square roots andareoalready familiar

,,theduse the symbol for square root.

In ohder to avolu othe complications while the emphasis oV

ttentlbn-i ,gip geometric Adeas=, it 'l suggested in t4p unit that a

table of square runts

here to enter Into a

teacb .the q

ist

students, shothld have has -xptrinee w1 Lh read1ngw a table of square

uld

ullicJ about, the most appropriate method to

it does Aeqm clear that all

While it is not the place

aft oxiMate
It

as read. mom a table ov
0 40

square root of 5, for example,

cannot be emphasized too much.



TIX-12

If this is the first experience 6f the pupil witti..square root he

should be given some exercises in which he finds such products as

1.4 x 1.4-, 1.41 x 1.41, and 1.414 x 1:414. He should see that

while none 'of these. numbers 1.4; 1.41, d 1.414 is a square root

of 2, that each Of these gives an appruAtmatlon of the square root

f 2, which may-be satisfactory fc, oome purposes. it would be well

also to compare the product 1.41 x 1.41, which is less t6ah 2, with
A

--the product 1.42 x 1.42, wh

shows that the square rout

The pupil should also r-

a number even, though he may n

decimals or fractions,

2. This comparison

(itriwhere between 1.41 and 1.42.

he "square root f 2" is

express it exactly using

4

Exercises 11 -1 d t- show that we can by geo

metric considerstiLl.,

quare root of

be omitted if thc

o6

'h 10 the1ic len(h

4, luny, course,



Ansvters to the exercises

-Part A. Congruent triangles.

6

B 5

L

The measure

A

and

L5

wigleo A, El, and C are, respectively,

B-T 82 29' C T 41 241 5

cos A = 9/1b ,..)b B, 1 .125, cos C = 3/4 .-- . 7 5_

The various dioLa,;4-4 mc.,y L. Led by the law of cosines: if a:

b, and.c are the 16,0 ,i khc 61de6 of the trianglerABC opposite-'
1.

the angle A, B, a1,0 u. vu.,1,..,iluly, then 0.

a- -- p f 2bc eQS A, etc

In order to Catleulai t. mI L4L r1 A, we have solved for cos'
,-,

ki
2

,; d LIO t lb 25 27 9.,_
COS A -

If we wish to calehIoLL 11,

then we t)ply thio 10,V4

,e f_ou x Lu E, F, G, and 11,

t1 ui °e

67



T -IX -14

and obtain theArela ion

2 2 2
y c

16 +, x2

Which iield6 the table

2e x cos A

x

2

3

11

4 414-

5 18.5

3.534

3.317

3.391

3.742

= 4.301

The distances in the rest of the table may be comput6C1 in the same

way.

Of course, the children are supposed to obtain these distances ",

_y measurement, Instead of c.dmputation. Ve have included here

:this additional inf ornistic n for your benefit. There may by an

occasional pupil who wouii pL f t from the discussion here.
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T-IX 11 5

3.53 2 -4' 4.30

5.50 5.15 4.9

2 . 57 2.50 1

7 32 3 39

. 51- 21

5.50 .2.57 3-67

5.1 l lA 7 2. 21' fig.

4.9 i .57 2. 5 0 2 8i

_',4., .
You the chlidren tri tie 'fIrst, Mw -, and.:, then

4 - .to find':_ easy ay , to ii 1n the c01 :,Try to see
w loiig. - akcs the -pv.11.)114 tcidlicoVertic --y- '_ , -1-1 reap i,

the di agonai. Let the children eqrtiphr the,tribrigles JAL),
-.- . ,

d :AG; the Lviangfes JAk -KAG, an , the,: gigs

,TAF uc alas trianglbs JAF .T6e triay

not Oe that e famll 1 riangies- are similar,' a.nd the-
of corresponding sides are proportional



-IX-i6

are congruent

eat,are congruent, but not congruent to.the le

triang14'fs not congruent to those of numbers 1 and 3.

files and the included side of one triangle are ,equal
sute'tO2 angles and the included side of another

triangles are congruent.

and d
,

and f

-.Cluded by the angles with the same. measure do not
e measure

are not necessarily congruent.

EXERCISES IN EXPLORING TRIANGLES

ri'ang1es appear to be congruent

he triangles appear be Congruent

on ba triangles -compared

6 tr nglev are congruent. All sides,are eqUal. All the
trianglekare equilateral since; all theirangles have a measure

:of'06,0egrees.-
-

,

DraW-a line segrner3t equal- to the ure,of one side, call

At a thumb tack at <A and snot fit.. E. Tie knots in
thetting-dividthg- the string into-lerigtbs'that have the same
i4eaqtirep-as the -second and third sides of the triangle. Attach
ihe'end:nots to the'thumb tacks at'A and B. Stretch the string
tight-and'place a. thumb tack at the third Xnot-C'to form triangle

AB

C.

Measutethent 6f-the angles of tie triangles is no

CONDITIONS FOR CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES



T-IX-17

tll:whther the triangles are congruent. If the corresponding

angles of two triangles are equal in measure (case I), then the

triangles similar. The qUotients of the lengths of correspond-
,

ing sidesdin the two triangles axe equal. For example, in the

-triangles below,

if a,

then

The sum

Eit, and el are the length

a' es

of the' sides,

Ad LIA4 al-161e0 of

degrees. Thereiope, in ccAde V, it'

equal in measure khe

theh so are the

Thus case V owl x,.;atAe,1 L- 111.

-Tiangle is 180

angles of one triangle are

aing angles of another triangle,

Jr Lhe triangles equal in measure.

1. Triangles acc
triangle undei these

The third

angle C 9`)

Is only one way to linaw the
co..A Clone

t4.1 1 1 II,

A'

11.0 44he_ tArt

i..langleo are eon6ruent.
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T -IX-18

.The possible' positionp,of the point C on a given side ,of the
line AB such that BAC = 30 degrees form -a ray with endpoint at A.
The set of all points C such that the distance from B to-C is 2
-inches is the'circle with center at B and radius 2 inches. The
intersection of these two sets consists of 2 points, indicated by
CI .and 0" above. The possible lengths of AC are

AC 311S.-if
2

in case V,

AC - ÷r7
2

3.92.

two ah61 e. ,41,0 opp.Jsite one of them

one triangle are equal In meaL,u1-e L. Lhe correspondi_ parts of

another triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

In case VI, if L4q, oppoolte one or them

one triangle 0.1'6. c.;t4k4,,I

of another triagi no L ne essarily

responding parts

congruent. See ex

Part D:

II, (L)

(g) (L)

1

C 614..1

ItiOUS

E.

No

3. No

4.

5-

AO n2

d

cnapt_r

Ly
eaal one
principh, 4
principle 1

At

nor =

ACP - bur

yes

11'11-'4'4111 L...)

It (1)

4i 1G 14.,

11
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A54 by construction
lesecongruent by PrAnciple 3.
ABR and ABS are since th8y are ,equal in measure0
sum of their measures is 180

is -the clppendicular bisector at RS.

10. `No

12. .One is the converse of the other

E and F lie on the perpendicular bisector at CO, by principle,
There -is-no other line on E and F thus iS.trie

pe'rPendicular bisector of CD.

7Pat

1,

2. *One

4. The triangles e Congruent"- AB T.DC

LA,T C

PARALLELOGRAMS

a. Principles 1 and 5 in this chapter
b. Principle 1 if HJ is drawn
c. HI and JK are parallel,. intersected by the transversal HJ.

11$110 HJK, since they are; alternate interior anglep
(principle 7 in the previouphapter) Similarly, HK and
IJ are parallel lines intersected by the transversal HJ, and
FIJI M KHJ for thp same reason.

d. -Triangle HJK is congrUent to triangle JHI, by Principle 2.

a. Definition off' ral101ogram,
b. PrinCiple 7 of he previous chapter
c. Same reason
d. Any number is ual Lo itself.
e. 2
f. Principl_ 1

AB T CD. Alternat, * angle at A and ,C B and D are
equal in measure. HM = MC and DM = BM since triangles AMB
and CMD are congruent by pi- inglple 2.

,

The sum of LI aleo.ouv.i 01 A' and B is 180'degree8. If
AB is extended, then it !,6 peen to be a transversal,intersecting.
the lines BC and AD in LAtch a way A,hatorresponding angles:have
e tal measures. Therefore BC and AD are parallel, Similarly AB

CD-are _parallelf and sc ABCD is a parallelogram, ..by
finition.

73



T -IX -2O

angles AMIQ.. and .CDA are congruent.
Print 14)43

c. .ADB.-=-4'CBD and ABD =
d. Principle 4 ©t .the ,previous -chapter.

The quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
If the diagonals' at a quadrilateral b
quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

ect each other",

A

1 The statement.in number 8 is probably true .

1S Show.that triangles ABO an BCO are.
congruent. Then angle AOB = angle.BOO,T

-14 -False

15. Example: the diagon4ls

Part G:

I. (a)

4, a c and e

The.perpendiculai

The perpendicular

The altitudes are

,Part H:

49 square inches
9, and 16 square inches
'12 square inches.'

then the'

D-

rectengle .are e in length.

CONCURRENT LINES

b)

1 u be uoncUrrent

LI161,0 neurrent _y triangle

concurrent

COMPARISPV

WP = DGP, AE = BF, .p.ngle

Principle'l

74,

B. Pi'inciple 4.



es, Principle '4.

X-21

180° goo

'The measures-of the area at squa
BUM of ihe'MeaSure of the areas
are the saMe.'

e EFGH of figure 2 and' the
the squares in figure 1

the area 'Of the-square 14.1tft length of sides EF is Measured by,
the'sum bt the'-irea of the squares of the two shorter side
the, triangle AFE.

incries

A RIGHT TRIANGLE PRINCIPLE

b c

'e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

J
k.
1,
M.

0.
p% ,

This

7
8

20-

12
9

28
11
6

16
48
13
36

9 80
`65 '52
20 '99

n

.12 13 3

24 25 4

15 17
21 29 5
35 37 6

4,40 41

53
60 61 6

33 65 7
63( 65 8

55 73 .8
81 85
77 85

89
'97
101 lo

1 5

able was o.,14oLvuC

'are".ny two integeps

'pare the lengths 'of tni e

the intity

9

2
a
1
2
1

4
2

5
4

1

3
6
2

5
4

d by using the fact that.if,m

n, then m2 2 2 inn and m2

right triangle. You may' verify

in Rpm i the habove

mn and b m 2,

right trite the length -s

2- 2

2es, a- m n and b 2 mn,

obtained in this'° -a-

d in others

is an interesting. theorem that all

f Whose .sides dare integers, can be



ON PYTHAGOREAN 'THEOREM

7*".c
The short, sides of the right triangle have tkle sane measure ,-

,..._

.25-, 16 + 3 b . 169- = 25:.4.7:-14)4

d. LCOO . 256- '4-' 144. -

3.6

C. 13

3:61
- ,

if you know the measure of the area of a square:, yoll find i
side by

of
the stquare root of , this measure., Measured

ovalues f squdre roots should be approximately the s'aple_ as

cOmpleted



F

UNIT
._..

Sampl_e!Test _Questions .

PART I. jRug, E

All isosceles triangles ngruent.

Chao zias was -the- first `man to- discover he-42-

Theorem.,

All-parallelpgrams are qUadrilatera

In ==trifle- -at
--=

the- side. RT is nude
e

a F 5 Three or more__-
2, p.otehus

'F.

side of -the try

right

dRT.j.

d_rilateral __ A

an the- -four -sided figure

a

hagoragazi_

-point -are said' bre-!_concentric_.

triangle always the !longest

hown, at the right, if sides
_and; CD are parallel .and

a :ways be a arallelogram.

sides

'T A triangle may_ never inallide, two right angles
. :

:F1 1 If eAtteasures of the four or
--.-

a h 4 re-, 0.--- al ayS- reotaugl
. -

ira 1elo ran are

trifle= are_. coneurrent.
=

the measures "of :all _the angles of a-. - allelo are
a:

_.=.

equaj4- the .figure IS always a_: square. a
a

F .1 re t the- rigYit'

lines ,AB and

If_ line

parallel.
is the perpen rdialar

.77

A

."



.ABs dlso bisects CD.
he figure at right, if
Iii is the:, pe ndicular _

tOr of lines- and D,
--AB.Tehebri, are parallei.

shown at the right

Mark the following statementd

true.Or falde-on the basis
_

the inftirmation given 'above.

DE

11-17.., CD $1 CF.

F 1'8; .AE=

F- 19. Angle

T

gle CE'.,
angle CFE. A

T II. IviULTIPLE 'CHOICE

the right-.is
parallelogram. fihich of the
ollowing-:StateMents cannot

be proved?

-d ACD are cangruen

_ -



le BDC .E3C 8.5

feet the measure of AC is

ca tO the me sure of
A. 5 0 feet.

C. DC. 'y

*E; feet.
How many ,concurrent there be on a poi

0

D.

How m figures would need to draw to priove that 'the

tildes of .a triangle are concurrent.

*Es. :You annet-prove.itstatement b g drawing

-Inwhic one of the following does it ear that all
---- -7,

79
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es or a the f e-are-coneurrent.

Iii 'th -6 -.Mown at the right

--. BC...and-. AD 11-1 DC. It .BD is

extended to meet AC on F,

iE CE.

BE a-DE.

In the figure at the right, if
CD is the perpendicular bisector

and lines E[', CD, and GIB

are parallel-, then...
Art BG.

AE T AC.

AC

BC BG. A

o of tile above is correct
right,c

F; 4

L the perpendicular bisector
of pi. FOin.VB W, X, Y, aid eZ

repreiont pos.sib lOcation4 of

a-:buried treasure. If the only
cilia to the locatimi of the treasure ia- that it IS buried at.
t a point which' measures an qual distance from points 0 and M



Co

above informatiOn,

In the triangular MP

r the base XY Z

le:bora:triangle And

t the.

congruent,, is

OW or the

Wt

eples triangles.

tblidWihg statement is n0 correc

.the 1r of tranlea at

the =rl ht ang-, e OMIT- --rangle_

fz4and line MN M line YZ:

What. is the least amount of

igle NOM - angle Yati
- _

and MO T xz,

one-Of, the above will prove. the triangles.. congruent



:15iieetdi i1

intefteclion

the sides °fa, rA

. .

4baw'of the above maw eCorrect.-
- . . ,

chOf thgse- ia.ngleg a e71-1gbt.-tri es accordin t
i..,._

.

,

;nth of the sides given?. ',--

--;

e righttrianglers.

61-1.owing'form- is Us04,VaLrePrise

b

Ans weils arR:both-.
ff4

lqwin 'se is of thr

:eastume sides of right triangidh?

4-90 10-



Only and i#.
, i 'of-.these ''are poisOle'%,

n '..the''-tirith-igla at the

whibh the kbilbwing stateMeh.

atT true

are,

s

Items 1. and - The fire
are ebngrudn it

g1-e



t Is -the measure of
-length. o (10 .ft.)

as -is t measureof the--

000
If on can place one Square ,on top'

the four vertices of the first
on the four vertices of the second
that the two squares are congru

IXZ is a telephone Pole; XY
the length of a wire 'support
and yz the distanCe along the

gle ',Ant- --A



i,to 5 apply to the figures SHOWN 'BELOW. Decide whether

the .17riantilesAABC and D will be congrue9t using Only, the infer-

'nation- given. 4), each clues

1, Angle A-LI
e. C

DF ,

FE.
le A B .amgfe E.



`City.

ber of days,-given to the teaching.
nclU .test of this Unit:

State:

-BAJTK OF THIS SHEET IF YOU NEED EXTRA SPACE TO
ANSWER ANY OF THE:QUESTIONS BELOW

-a-stateMent-about-th _lity -level of the -pupils in-the
class arid state whether your school uses some :homo-
geneoua, gxoupIngi.

at parts of the unit probed to be the MD

What -:parts of
_teach?'

-e unit proved to be the most' difficult
.

did you omit any part?-

Did' you use any supplementary dev al Materials?
-If so, what were they, and at what ,points were they used?-

Did you find it necessary to pro
al practice material?
If so, was from textbooks or did yOu wr

with addition-

n?

16. Do you thirthat unit on this topic should 'be included in
regular textbooks for 7th and 8th grades?-

; Please Make vadditional comments about .your teaching ex-
perience with this .unit. which you think would be helpful to
the Panel-responsible, for preparing and experimenting with
textbook materials for `grades 7 and 8.



fTeacher6-1 Coftment'S-

,'.
'Four teachers -reported.On :Unit LX.. They gave the.,number;,6f:
spent on the' unit- 130 190 18, 18, and descrilled the .olaos"...
A l ) e q.eteept,:for,onewhichwas, ma elipo 41 ted.P0

_The following ~topics were. reported as eazie

Congruent'triang1e
Perpendidular bisectors
tight;triangles
All of the .unit
Concurrent lines-

The folioliing topics were reported as most dill icult to-.te-achi

COncurreno
TheOrem-of thagor,s.
MOst of the unit
APPlications of cOngrueney

Since only 3 teachers reported the comments are limited..

three seemed to -think that it was a.difficult _This was_
be expected-as the unit was intended to be for eighth'gradepuibils.,-1

"Proof did `not- well in any of the :classes'.



e-A r

CO

,1_-_---prOdeisi of measurement plays such an _important -part

-- ry -li fe that evetyone should have a =clear. under-
. .

stan4,ing of its nature. A, substantial part o sr ithmet Lc

taug in the elementary -achool relates

of the early=wow
mes:surement

h-lidrenirithOommozi-'-uirit a

the 'ratios between them;

Tile bails concept
the ,process pf :.measur

whiCh represents, the

is des
to nt. Moat

ned to familiarize
use;L, -ith

contrast to= the proces

oximate ntimber

of count frig se parate-', Objects which

-unit is that-

yielddra number

o1 units. to is .in

ids an exact number iyhen.7the

a .riii,lnded.tr estimated, the

an 'approximation in \the Berle

-measUrementa.,..are_ap.prcttima

ments such as .areas

unit Selected

r cif separate objects
,numbOr is treated as

sense as a measurement. Since

_icalOttlaelone,_made with rrkeasur

sults which are also- aproximsate.
r, a -given measiiremeri t_' should:' be suit-

-fOic-tjte-Ourbo8V-TOr.-/---4able for the
which the rfTiasuremen t

aarily.a dard un

sod. 016-un

For,ex



ne.,eibeys. the

it hiiight of a perti on
_

the neti!eit had '- inch-, that using_tb.e half' s h ae
_ .

0 nit 'meaeuremet should be, etaed a° as
ed. :A 'me tour ement reported:as--

. 3/4- in. 111131 ies that thei.tn:iit Used was 1/4 inch,
. _

the result. is atated" to the nearest'fburth-inch. The esuit,
thus applies -1111a any measurement iyhidh _is lithirk

=thei, side- of-th-e-.-.2 -3 4inchlinerk t

Wtfich'I.s.:: more ttiari.2

-aVe

8'anct'ress:than 2 718 inches We

-the- term eateet possible -error" to refer
Which the actual measurement may -vary from' the

=. .

The use of the- word "erica." may -Cause some
..

difficultyd It shoupl -be emph.aSized that fhe word is used
here to mean th-at a Msesur.ement such as 2,-3/4 repro7-

.

series of meamu_rements, ranging .frtizt 4- 1

to'-'2 3 This Meeningt, shOuld be dist inguishe4 from

e--more-familiar-uee- of-- a-- term -to--mean mistakes -in--u

the meitaiir in instrument 'mist ekes in reading the
niista.kee result 4 g: Iran use. o

.podrly neii4icea

.

ale .Or
7

a ;faulty' instrument, such ai.

____1 - *The two terms "precision" and accuracy" are sometimes
. i

colifusino. ...In comrrion ueage # preC5.sion rifers othe stz
the nit. o usef-meesurement 'd.; the smaller. the unit the

---4
, so0



=--_

'Phis =means , of
the .metti4emerit ,0 the small:er,-_

.. . -- -

. osaible 'error liriplied._ kocuracy.-- of a raeasureMe -is
= .__

he.,fier_ cent, the greatest possible ,error' le.- -OP: the' .-

a resent;-
L--

'In O'.ider to, develop learly-. the'

measurement and greatest .pOssible

the _students:be given cone

111h4S-- oATe- -nearest inch,

. -
rable

dt Y inch, Tfiit k04 jt

I` an inch, and so on. They. ould. priced:to-state. the=
_ _

greatest poss ible error f measuremen -and , to ,indtOa e

within; What range a statekmeksurement fall.,
The greatest possible error of the meat.Fement- of the

area of a rei tazg1 computed from linear matsurements Es ship

st by means of a ;drawing and then b .computation The dia..
_ -I ;

tributive law- then ,used to analyie the .Vidduct of thsit.- two.

:dimensions _in -order, to determi the-greatest pOssible error
-the-oomputedarea --It would to -relate the develop

ment :means of the distributive law to drawinj so.

the areas represented by Vie various produoba (3 1/4 x
1 /B, and 6o-on) dan be identified in the drawing

This especially Suggested in case7:the'stlidents. e.v =not
already beoome.--tb.orOughly.' familiar With the distrib ;law!.



T

othe t imeip. have idif ic

me to with the same significant
reigardless of the unit of meas

ng whY

s have the same ac,curacy

. dev loPment along the

following Ines i .sdmet imed helpful. Significant- digit Szie.

defined as the digits in the numeral which show the 'numbeiti!

611 nt

unit , he -number of -unite and the .pos

3570 Unit : 10 fte. No. of rani

035.7 _.Unit .0001 ft. No

Each these, meastir er nt

To determine the a -curacy,
cent( of 'error In the f %ea

Unit si

cent nine

find the relative error1, or er
have -the ratio J 5

50

ible
: 357_r Possible or: 5 f

Poshible 'Ivor : 93095

ignifiCant.

In the is cond case, ratio is 400050 which equals'

Students also
-m- urements

cure

.035'f

eve difficulty In understanding why
larger number of aignifica t . digits haVe

y. An example imilar -to that %above can be

750

useds

57: ft. 'tnit : 01 ft..
Unmet ft.

-Relative or. of -3.57 f

R ela.t ive errer,

of units 357. Possible 43 r or 005. -ft.
. , .

of units 3570 Possible

or
.3.57 ' - -35700.

of 35.70 fft .. is -.005, or 5
35.70 5570

9,

,or .005



`it, eE

sc.-ope_ by

units of

ms desirable -, ;this' -sonit might tob increased._ in

he hi-tory cf standardreports 'on suoll. topics
,7 1,

measu ,r varioui.messu ng devices used in industry
and eaisncs `:,
,c
stall

and,' MIS work of - the United_ States

Butler, C FL and Wrsn, F. L. Teac in cf, econdary 'Maths-
matte s 279-289. New York:. B o cik omp axr4rs;g5

9.2



iP

The poi D. may
and 1 7 (1_3
a). 178= b
BetwOsn 2 9/32"_
1/1 .= 1/16
on If._cf _the
1 ,1 " 1/24" 3

0 1 /Ui2

rom

be anywhere 'between -.1 5
/4 1/8) _.--
) 1 1/16" and 1 /3.- 6"
and 2 11/32"

unit used
.7/10 ± 1/20

3. inches_
4.0 'inches

3.. - a) .1 ftl ; .05 `t. ,;
b 1 ft. 05--
0 .001 in., .0005 in.;
1 and 13 years old
This rdepeThis, on when the
the present ..mcinth(plus

a) 4: 100 .ct,14.; 50 ft. b

f ) ,a1 ft. ; :05 ft
,e is the most' precise;, a

4200 b )- 244000

-1/4 1 /a ft
4-1!,001 ln. .0004

iquegtion is as)ced,
,or minus three Motithil,1 ft .; .5 'ft.
) .0001-ft. ; .110005 f

is the least precise*
-,_48000 000

; .05ift -;_

-
s more prec
-e-mOre-'0°6-
Pre, isior?

1,

yes, d and

5

.005 cih

.96 %



.qC)01; 2

- .1

10- ft. :.91. in. _ p
1 0003. .01,- , i0001 . in
;,1 .' .001 f 10 f s 000 'rni

. 001
.same accuracy; doe ste -have': same accuracy.

.h a _e-Isignif 1-cant digits ; d ' 'the \

igrifiet -di its . \,
h) _ 4 c i d):: 4 .:

.41 1)).; -.01 c) : 14 .. .. 014
.;More. -a- ificant:digliks, thesmallier the__I-.ter ben , Of e

7 '812 in has the greatest 1-scoUrscy' and -2 ri has the
.!. .

.act:Itti t ,
$ 1

1-

I'Larges Area q -

1 Smallest Area ..- -2 eq.
I "diiferencs 4,1, R sq. ip.

Area



aroduCt:-,wcula be 1 t -1/613. .1/4 1
we ,'spe ithat,(Athek"error:-Iri- -the number of aqua :unitethe ,computed area is the Same (except- for sis

-ems The Lama xi: tayfrhe .they
a might '13P:`43 ller b t

sq.-_.
y

4
-differ' by. as ,much' 8.S .eqUare inchesinc

+
741



le

e ob ,considered be exa
. 4

u- -en

er:the unit, the lore :Preelhe is the

Tie: gresteSt possible error n:Would be oe-sixteen i
k

if .tile length, ox 8' m- cured' -to the neare

-,T11.1 tiller ifie per cent6, er , the greater
4C-eili4ac the xneasiirement

temeasuremerit of a line is stated to be 10
plies _th t the 1 rie was measured- to the nearest inch.

nTUre-pr9clise-ti-le_Meaiurement; the greater: -is the pos

sible error.
____Aimeas_urem_ent _of 300:4I s has tYie ssme greatedt pcissibe

-error as a meastiremeht

There are -four significant digits in the measurement 7,003

miles.
The term."-greatest. pos ible error" of a mea u emen
not-refeir to a mista.ke made in t measi

The greatedt.possible_e,rror of the sum of several approk-
imatp measurements is :th6 same. as the ,kreatest Possible

error of t

PART I

The. Moat ,precise

A. 261 inches.

ifiches

C 260 inches



iththe greatest, accuracy 1 the one with he

easte'

possible error
.per cent of error.
n b of significant. digits.,

The gr test possible :error in the sure of 115.5 6,05.

5.1 is:

B.

i.f05- in.

.0 int..

.055

-.005 in.

ART 00FLETION.

The meaiureineht, a line seignent-waa-, State-dtd-be-11---ineh
1

The measuPement 'might be sated= as 11- +

2 The eatedt, Rossibie error In a measurement is -always

the' -wilt' used,
v

A measurement of 341 ineh.es Phasifs the

measurement 6

Mea5u

T MIS

e- pred2sion as 'a.' -

tr.,LANEQUS.

length -oX-% the line te'gmen.
at

eigh h of an inchi A

Suppose you have .iryeapured. th h 'f.Y a rectangle

eaiiest nth of au inch. Explalm hole; would
.

proxim t§ greatedt- popa417e, err 1 ea.

c;its he uparest
ar



Comput e the per cent of error in the meaeureMen- 25iinghe:'

cOmparewith'the-lier cent off` error Pa-the

measurement 25 miles? 14 ( .02/4.27-per gent
7


